Introduction
In the first part particular properties of the Marczewski--Steinhaua space (U-S space) are given as well as the problem of differentiability of operators in this spaoe is discussed. This part deals with the connections between differentiability of operators and tangenoy [3] of their plots.
W.WaJjiszewski [3] considers the problem of tangency of sets in the generalized a»trio space (£,1), where E is an arbitrary set and 1 is a real non-negative funotion defined on Cartesian product B0*E0 (Eq denotes here the family of all non-empty subsets of the set S).
Function 1 Induces on the set E, the non-negative real funotion 10 defined by formula lQ(x,y) -l({x},{y}) for x,yeE. Let S^ip.r) = {x;eB: l0(p,x) s rj denote the sphere with a centre at the point p and of the radius r and B^(q,u) * »{i6ii lQ(q ,x) < u^ a ball with a centre at the point q and of radius u in the (E,l) space. The set S1(ptr)u equal to l_J B(q, u) for u>0 and to S,(p,r) for u = 0 will be q £ Sj(p,r) called u-neighbourhood of sphere S^Cpt 1 *) in the (E,l) space.
Let ACE, DCS be arbitrary sets and let both a and b be arbitrary non-negative real functions defined in the right--hand side neighbourhood of 0 such that M. Tkacz a(r) 0 and to(r) 0. r-0+ r-0 +
We eay that the pair of sets (A,D) is (a,b)-olustered at the point p in the (Bfl) space, if 0 is the cluster point of the set of all real numbers r>0 such that sets AnS1(p,r)aj r j, DP» r )jj(r) are non-empty.
Aooording to definition given by W.Waliszewski, the set A is (a,b)-tangent of order k to the set D at the point pes (denoted as (A,D) eT^iajb.k.p)), if the pair (A,D) is (a,b)--olustered at the point p of the spaoe (B,l) and
where k is an arbitrary positive real number.
Obviously the problem of tangenoy in the metric space (E,d) is most important. The metric d induces oertain functions d^ such that (Bid^) is a metrio space suoh as (B,l).
W.Walissewski considers the following functions for A,DeB0
Aooording to denotations adopted in the first part of this work, is the finite measure defined on the oountable additive body of subsets of oertain space I, L^ is the class of all t*-integrable real function« defined on Xj such that every two functions f,g equal almost everywhere on X will be identical and it the Marosewski-Steinhaaa metric. The space (^«L^, g), where
(f,h),(g,k)) -^ (f,g) +fy(h,k) for ar-bitrary f,g,h,keL u , is a metric spaoe that will be denoted
In this paper we consider the relationship between differentiation of operators in the M-S space and tangency of their plots in the spaces (1^ * e^), i=0,...,6, where (J^ are functions defined similarly as d^. Differentiation of operators is considered according to definition 2.1 [2]. The plot of operator FsL^ --L^ is a set W p = {(f,F(f))j f e L^}. In our case the set W p r\ S( ( p,P( p)) ,r) g ( r j is equal to the set 1_. Let FTsL^ * L^ L^, be the transformation defined by formula TTih.phg) * for an arbitrary pair (h., ,h 2 ) e L^ * L^. Therefore n(W p (r,(p,F(p)),a)) (f,F(f))e e W p (r, ( p,P( p)) ,a)}. Let F:L^-• L^ be an arbitrary operator, L:L^-L|j linear operator and p e L^, oertain established point. In this paper we will always denote by K the operator defined by formula K(fJ = P(p) + L(f-p) for an arbitrary f elp, Theorem 1.1. If the linear operator LjL^ -L^ is a derivative of operator PsL^-»-L^ at the point p e L^, p 4,0, then there exists a real number t >0 such that for an arbitrary r 6(0,t) we have where b(rj * r.
Proof.
Consider an arbitrary £ 6(0,1). Since L is a derivative of operator P at the point p, there exists S > 0 such that
and similarly
The set Wp(r,(p,F(p)),0) is a set of all pairs (f,F(f)) such that ^(p,f) + ^(F(p},F(f)) = r. Hence q {p,f r for an arbitrary f eTT (Wp(r, (p,F( p)) ) which implies that if r <<?, then q (p,f) < 5 for an arbitrary feTT(Wp(r,(p,F(p)),0);. Hence and by (1.1.1), we have (1.1.2) eu(F(f),K(f))<er, if 0 < r <i, r for any f en(wp(r, ( p,F( p)) ,0)).
Prom the definition of the set WR(r,(p,P(p)),b) we have >, Q 1) + let feTT(Wp(r,ip,P(p)),0)). Prom the fact K(pj = F(p) and (1.1.2) we obtain ^(p.f) + gK(K( p) ,P(f)) -r and ^(f,f) + + ^(K(f) ,F(f)) < r, if 0<r<i. Henoe and from definition of the set WR(r,(p,P(pj),b) we get (f,K(f)) e wK(rf{p,P(p)),b), i.e. f eTT(WK(r,(p,P(p)),b)), if 0<r<i. Assuming t < S we get the thesis..The proof of the second inclusion is performed similarly. This ends the proof. Assume that the operator L is a derivative of operator P at the point p 4 0 and F(p) 4 0. By Theorem 2.2 ([2]), the operator P is continuous at the point p in the M-S space. The operator L, according to definition of derivative, is continuous in the M-S space. Prom Theorem 1.15 [2] it results that there exist real numbers s>0 and t e(0,1) such that for arbitrary f,geB^(p,t) the inequality
) is valid. Considering arbitrary functions f,geB^ (p,t) we can write
From the definition of these sets we have respectively
Henoe (j (p,f) < r and f>^(p,g) < 2r. Therefore it is enough to assume r^t/2 in order that arbitrary functions feTT(Wj,(r,(p,F(p)),0)) and g eT7(WK(rt (p,K( p)) ,b)) belong to Bq (p,t). Hence and from (1.2.1) we have
Consider £. e (0,1 J. Because L is a derivative of operator F at the point p we conolude that there exists S>0 suoh that 6, ( 
Therefore there exists > o suoh that
Let us put r^ ^ . Prom the inequality of triangle we get
namely, for an arbitrary f eT7(Wp(r, ( p,F( p) )',0)), we have (1.2.6)
Prom Theorem 1.15 (C2j) it results that there exists s1> 0 such that for an arbitrary f e L^,the inequality g^(K(f),K(p))< < B^J) (p,f) holds. Henoe, for an arbitrary f€TT (Wj,(r,(p,F(p) ),0)) we have
Therefore,by (1.2.6),
' r r i.e. for an arbitrary f e T7(Wp(r,(p,F(p)),0)j we oan write
The operator P is continuous at the point p. Therefore there exists 8j> 0 such] that 
Prom (1.2.5) it results that a pair (Wp,WK) is (C,b)-clustered at the point (p,F(p)). Hence and from the above implication we get the thesis. This ends the proof. Similar theorem oan be formulated for zero operator in a neighbourhood of the point p. Theorem 1.3. Let F:L^-L^ be the aero operator in a neighbourhood of the point p e L^, p / 0, and -L^ be a linear operator. Assume a(r) = 0 and b(r) = r for an arbitrary r e R. The operator L is a derivative of operator F at the point p if and oaly if operator I is continuous in the M-S space, operator P is continuous at the point p in this space and (Wp,WKl€T^ (0,b, 1, (p,F( p))).
Proof.
Assume that operator L is a derivative of operator F at the point p ill the U-S space. Operator L is then the zero one and F(p) = 0. Hence it results that K is also a zero operator and therefore the pair (Wp,WK) is (0,b)-clustered at the point (p,F(p)). Let s>0 be a real number such that for an arbitrary re(o,s) we have T~[(Wp(r,(p,F( p)) ,0) ) c cTT(WK(r,(p,K(p)),b)). Beoause F is a zero operator in a neighbourhood of the point p , it results that there exists t > 0 such that F(f) • 0 for an arbitrary f such that £ (p,f)<*. Henoe for an arbitrary feT7(Wp(r,(p,F{p)),0)) and geTT(WK(r,(p,K(p)),b)) we get sup{inf|o (f,g) + + ^(F(f),K(g)); gen(WK(r,(p,K(p)),b))}j fen(Wp(r,(p,F(p)),0)}=0, if 0< r< min(s,t) = i.e. (WptWK)eT^ (0,b,1,{p,F(p))). Prom continuity of operator P it results that P(p) = 0, then operator K is given by formula K(f) * L(f-p) for an arbitrary feL^ and operator is zero in a neighbourhood of the point p. Therefore there exists s>0 such that P(f) = 0 for an arbitrary feB^ip.s).
For an arbitrary feTT(W,(r,(p,P(p)),0)) we hate
Consider Z e (0,1). Prom (1. Proof.. The continuity of operator L in the M-S spaoe and of operator F at the point p in this spaoe is obvious. Prom inequality of triangle we have § (ftg)+^(P(f),K(g))<^(ftg) + e(i(P(f),P(g)) + ?}1(P(g)fK{gJ).
fen(wp(r,(p,P(p)),b))}} gen(WK(r,(p,K{p)),0))} + + 8up{? (P(g)tK(g)J| gen{WK(r,(p,K(p)),0))}.
By Theorem 1.1, there exists t >0 such that for an arbitrary r e (0,t), we have n(wR(r, (p,K( p)) ,0) j'c 7T(ffp(r, { p,P( p)) ,b)). Therefore for an arbitrary re(0,t) we get
Consider c e (0,1). Because L is a derivative of operator P at the point pf there exists ¿>0 such that (d (F(g),K(g))< <E «^(P.g)t " 0 <^(p,g)< S.
Prom definition of the set WK(r,(p,K(p)),0)) we have + ^ (K(p),K(g)) = r, i.e. for an arbitrary ge e TT(WK(r,(p,K(p)),0))t there is q^(p,g)$r and therefore Q (P(s),K(g))<e*r, if 0 < r<$ . Henoe supj^Pig) ,K(g))» geTT(WK(r,(ptK(p)),0))|<£T, if 0<r<6.
Prom (1.4.1) we have sup{inf{? (f,g) + ^ (P(f),K(g))j f eTT(Wp(r,(p,P(p)),b))}j geTT(WK(r,(p,K(p)),0))}4£..r, if 0<r <<S, Henoe and from the assumption that a pair of set (W K ,W F ) is (0,b)-clustered at the point (p,F(p)) we get the thesis. This ends the proof.
As a conclusion from Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 we obtain the result as follows. 
Assume that the operator L is a derivative of operator F at the point p. The continuity of operators L and F at this point in the (L »ty) space is then obvious. The operator L, as a continuous linear one, is limited in this space. Therefore thero exists s>0 such that,for arbitrary f.gei^, one has
). From inequality of triangle we have Hence, it results that the operator L is a derivative of operator F at the point p in the space. This enids the proof. Now, we can answer to the previous question. Theorem 1.8 can be generalized to the case of an arbitrary Banaoh space and the definition of differentiability similar to Definition 2.1 (E2]). Therefore, it is enough to replaoe X by L u in this theorem, where (X,ll*ll) is the Banaoh spaoe.
